Tech21 Impact Mesh for iPad

$44.95

Overview

Sleek and minimalist, the Tech21 Impact Mesh case for iPad delivers serious protection thanks to the D3O material used in its construction. That's possible because the molecules within D3O lock together to absorb the energy of an impact and disperse it away from your iPad.

The Impact Mesh case wraps around the corners and back of your iPad, providing a secure fit and maintaining full access to all ports and function buttons. Plus it's fully compatible with the Apple Smart Cover.

Highlights

- Fully integrated case with D3O military-grade impact protection material
- Dotted design for sleek, minimalistic look
- Encases all sides of the iPad to provide a secure fit and feel
- Full access to all ports and function buttons
- Slim design ensures full protection without added bulk
- 100% compatible with the Apple Smart Cover for full protection
- Cases for iPad are compatible with iPad 2, iPad (3rd generation), iPad (4th generation); cases for iPad mini are compatible with all iPad mini models

Did you notice?

- D3O military-grade material works at the molecular level to absorb the energy of impacts.

Apple Recommends For

- Keep your iPad in the same pristine condition as the day you bought it.
What's in the Box?  
Tech21 Impact Mesh for iPad

Tech Specs
Form Factor: Snap On  
Material: D3O, TPU
Height: 0.4 in / 1.02 cm

Manufacturer Information
Part Number
Mr. Part Number: T21-3455  
UPC or EAN No.: 505557324168

Warranty
Note: Products sold through this website that do not bear the Apple Brand name are serviced and supported exclusively by their manufacturers in accordance with terms and conditions packaged with the products. Apple's Limited Warranty does not apply to products that are not Apple-branded, even if packaged or sold with Apple products. Please contact the manufacturer directly for technical support and customer service.
Warranty: One year

Compatibility
Questions about compatibility?  
Call 1-800-MY-APPLE or Chat now

iPad models
iPad 3 (2nd generation)  iPad (3rd generation)  iPad (4th generation)

Ratings & Reviews
Be the first to review this product

Questions & Answers
Search for questions from other customers
Be the first to ask a question

Others Also Bought

Logitech Ultrathin Keyboard Cover for iPad  Smart Baby Monitor by Withings  hipKey Proximity and Movement Alarm
